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From the television advertisements made by presidential

candidates from 1952 to 1976, this study analyzed the 131

advertisements that contained women. The analysis used the

following descriptors: Number of Women's Roles, Age, Occupation,

Marital Status, Locale, Concerns, and Status Relative to the

Candidate. The results indicate that women are most likely to be

shown as physically present although not speaking, in the 18 to 30

age group, belonging to a non-business atmosphere yet outside the

home, and of an unknown marital status, and will not be shown in the

same frame as the candidate. Womens' images in these

advertisements were most commonly associated with issues

involving the cost of living, taxes, pro-Nixon, and social security.
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*written by Marya Mannes after the

Hail to BBD&O
That told the Nation how to go

It managed by advertisement
To sell us a new President

Eisenhower hits the spot
One full General, that's a lot

Feeling sluggish, feeling sick
Take a dose of Ike and Dick.

Phillip Morris, Lucky Strike
Alka-Seltzer, I like Ike.

1952 election. (Mickelson,60)



CHAPTER I

PURPOSE AND INTRODUCTION

In her introduction to Erving Goffman's Gender Advertising, Vivian

Gornick explains that due to feminism in the contemporary Western world,

communication in its most fundamental form(s) is an event that is no longer

innocent or neutral, especially as it concerns gender:

The most ordinary verbal exchange between men and women

now reverberates with new meaning; the most simple gesture,

familiar ritual, taken-for-granted form of address has become a

source of new understanding with regard to relations between the

sexes and the social forces at work behind those relations.

(Goffman, vii)

Gornick's suggestion, that ordinary words and gestures have social and

ideological implications beyond their most obvious denotative meaning

underscores the importance of analyzing communication signs previously

ignored or undervalued. Hence, the focus of this study is one such neglected

arena of communication, the depiction of women in and presidential television

advertising.

Advertising in general has been the subject of much theoretical writing, in

part, because it is mass produced and thus socially ubiquitous in nature. For

example, in "Rhetoric of the Images," French theorist Roland Barthes explains

that he chose advertising as a subject of scrutiny:

Because in advertisements the signification of the image is

undoubtedly intentional; the signifieds of the advertising message

are formed a priori by certain attributes of the product
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and these signifieds have to be transmitted as clearly as possible.
(Barthes, 44)

Barthes notes that the textual meanings produced by advertising images arise
not only from the ad itself (the signifier), but from the careful consideration of the
product to be advertised--the signified--so that only clearly delineated meanings
will be read by all those who see the advertisement. In presidential ads, the
product is not only the candidate but the promise of what he can provide--a
standard of living, maintenance of cherished beliefs and values, a way of life.
Barthes's statement also points to the fact that the utilization of sexuality
differentiated subjects (i.e. showing a woman or not showing a woman) is an
already highly coded part of social relations. What a female might be doing or
saying within the advertisement is thought out before the filming of the
production in order to convey to the viewer a certain feeling or message. We
might expect, for example, that the placement of a woman of a certain age and
marital status in an ad, placed in a familiar "classless" domain, and talking

about an issue of importance to specific voters such as the cost of living, would
not be the result of a casual decision in campaign advertising. Following
Barthes, we might assume that the creators would never say "grab somebody to
say this line." This view of campaign advertisng is supported by an examination
of the original script by E.S.T. Productions, Inc. for Richard Nixon's 1968
campaign. In the video description of E.S.T.'s #16 "Woman", the following

appears:

She is dressed in a cloth coat. Looks to be.about age 45,

apparently coming home late from shopping or work. (McGinniss,

252)
We can assume that by using such a female figure for women to identify with,
the ad-makers made a decision to target this ad towards the older (white)
woman who is married and running a working or middle-class household while
her spouse works. A cloth coat (like the "good Republican cloth coat" of Pat
Nixon, referred to in Nixon's Checkers Speech of 1960 as a sign of their
honesty) is an indicator of averageness. A fur coat, in contrast, would indicate
unusual wealth and conspicuous consumption.
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Ads like these not only tell the female voters for whom to vote, but they
also tell the general audience how a woman, who would be "sensible" enough
to vote for this particular candidate could be expected to look, act, live, and think

about the issues she would regard as important. Such ads tell us what
presidential campaign makers think about American women voters and about

the meaning of gender to all voters, male and female. Therefore, these ads not
only tell us about the issues thought to be important to voting audiences, but
they also tell us, through female representation, what the ad-makers thought
about women, their importance to the specific campaign's success and their
place in American society. This is the primary reason why it is important to look

at how women are represented in Presidential television advertisements.

Scope
The Presidential television advertisements studied in this thesis come
from the presidential campaigns held for the 1952 (Eisenhower/Stevenson),

1956 (Eisenhower/ Stevenson), 1960 (Kennedy/Nixon), 1964
(Johnson/Goldwater), 1968 (Humphrey/Nixon), 1972 (Nixon/ McGovern), and
1976 (Ford/Carter) elections. The reasons for restricting my research to these

campaigns are multiple. In the first place, television as a medium and television

advertising as a form were in their infancy when the first television
advertisement was created for the 1952 Presidential election. Consequently,
my study begins with the birth of this new form of advertising and traces its
development through its formative years into maturity. By 1976, the public had
seen almost a quarter of a century of television advertising (24 years), and the
televisual campaigns of ten presidential candidates on the airwaves. The
presidential "spot" had developed into what is now the commonplace practice of
employing thirty and sixty-second spot commercials. Where the first television

ads may have evoked awe, amusement, or curiosity, by 1976, the public can be
assumed to have been accustomed to television and the "selling" of a President
through an electronic medium. This culmination of a quarter of a century of
televised ad campaigns and change in public attitude provided a logical
stopping point for my study. But this span of time also provides more than
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sufficient information to trace trends and analyze the evolution that has taken

place in presidential television advertising. Another advantage to limiting the

study to the campaigns from 1952 through 1976 was that it permitted a

manageable number of advertisements for close analysis. Examination of all

the ads through the 1988 election would not have been possible; with more

recent elections, the sum of spots produced by each candidate has proliferated

and is too great for one study. The time period chosen is also an appropriate

and significiant one because it represents a broad range of television

presidential advertising and the years covered encompass the maturing of

political television in the United States, both in stylistic sophisticaiton and in

structural refinement. For example, the chosen period of study allows the

consideration of ads from the time when a candidate purchased an entire thirty-

minute block to present a speech, to the emergence of the sixty-second spot,

and the inclusion of the 30 second spot still favored today.

Questions Posed by This Study

The questions that present themselves as most crucial to this study are:

To what extent are women either verbally or visually present in

presidential television advertising?

-If women are present:

In what roles were they cast?

How do they appear in the frame in relationship to the candidate?

Source of Materials and Procedures of Examination

For this study, all available presidential advertisements of sixty seconds

or less produced for the elections from 1952 to 1976 were examined. All of the

two hundred and eighty four television advertisements produced were located.

The Museum of Broadcasting in New York City and the University of

Oklahoma's Julian Kanter collection were the source institutions for copies of

these advertisements. According to Kanter, his is a complete collection of all the
presidential television advertisements that have been produced. In order to

obtain copies for this study, I dubbed VHS tapes from all existing available
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advertisements of one minute or less produced for Eisenhower's campaign of
1952 through both the Carter and Ford campaigns of 1976. These 284 spots
were analyzed in order to determine the number of women's roles as well as to
determine the depiction of age, occupation, marital status, locale, issue-oriented
concerns, and spatial status or placement. This study excludes the
consideration of who won the election, how many women voted for each
candidate, when the advertisements aired, and within what programs
the advertisements were aired. From each election, only the candidates of the
two major parties, Democratic and Republican, were considered .

Review of the Literature

During the research and writing of this thesis, many existing studies
proved to be helpful. The following is a description of selected research that
proved to be most important to my ideas. A summary of all the research
consulted can be found in Appendix D. The following provided background
information. "Contrast in PresidentialCampaign Commercials of 1972" by
Patrick Devlin provided information on the Nixon/McGovern election. This

article was employed along with Devlin's "Contrast in Presidential Campaign
Commercials of 1976" which concentrates on the Carter/Ford election

campaigns. Thomas Bowers' "The Coverage of Political Advertising by the
Prestige Press in 1972," addresses similar areas of concern as this thesis yet

focusing on the newspaper reporting on political television advertising. The
final three studies that were helpful are "The Image of Women in Network TV

Commercials," by Dominick and Rauch, "Feminism as a Predictor of Mass
Media Use," by James Lull, Anthony Mulac, and Shelley Lisa Rosen along with
"Image of Women in Television Advertising," by Carol Ferrante, Andrew Haynes,
and Sarah Kingsley. I was unable to obtain two papers that promised to prove
helpful in providing information and models of suitable methodology:
"Presidential Spot Advertising: A Descriptive Study" by Doran Twer; and, "An
Analysis of Images, Issues, and Presentational Method of Televised Political
Spot Advertisements in 1980's American Presidential Primaries" by Leonard
Shyles. Neither paper is available through the inner-library system.
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The one thesis which was similar enough to my topic to be of immediate

interest to me was Holly Doyle's, "Women and Television: Summary of Image

Research and Survey of Organizational Response to Depiction and

Employment." To define the role of the women in spot advertisements Doyle

created nine descriptors. This study adapted seven of these descriptors for use:

the number of women's roles; age; occupation; marital status; locale; concerns;

and status relative to the candidate.

The above cited studies were the only related research I found after an

extensive search including trips to seven different university libraries. In

attempting to obtain all possible information concerning the depiction of women

in Presidential television advertising, I conclude that a study focused on women

and Presidential television campaigns has not been done before, yet does have

merit, especially within the context of the number of studies conducted

concerning the images of women in television. My approach is a standard

content analysis as applied by Joseph R. Dominick (Queens University) and
Gail Rauch in their landmark study, "The Image of Women in Network

Television Commercials" in 1972. Their study was the first to analyze what the

depiction of women communicates to the television viewing society.



A commercial photograph is a ritualization of
social ideals with all the occasions and senses

in which the ideal is not exhibited having been cut away,
edited out of what is made available.

(Goffman, 84)



CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

The History of Televised Political Advertising

Although American political advertising no doubt could be traced to the

first politician who hung a homemade poster on a tree, the beginnings of

Presidential television advertising in the U.S. date back only to 1952. Ad

agencies have been involved with political campaigns since 1916 when

George Batten's company was hired to promote the election of Theodore

Roosevelt. Over the years since then, the role of the media adviser developed

from that of a specialist in politics to a specialist in image building. (Fox, 307)

Prior to television, politicians were able to reach limited segments of the voting

public through stump speeches, newspaper reports, radio broadcasts, and film

newsreels. Some television was utilized in the 1948

Dewey Presidential campaign. Although Dewey delivered a thirty-minute

speech on television, only a few major cities on the East coast were able to

receive the broadcast. Chicago and Los Angeles both had active television

stations, but they were not interconnected with East coast origination points.

Mickelson claims that the most important thing about the 1948 election was that

there was some opportunity for political experimentation with television

techniques. (Mickelson, 92)

The speech format employed by Dewey was regularly employed in the

late 40's and 50's. It consisted of a candidate's purchase of 30 minutes ofair

time to deliver a speech to the television audience. This format had the

advantage of permitting the candidate to express his viewpoints clearly on the
issues and state his plans if elected to office. This is a format often preferred

over the debate because the program content and his delivery can be more
easily controlled by the candidate and his campaign manager.

8
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The first television spot time purchased during a presidential election by
a candidate or his representatives occurred during the 1952 election. Prior to
1952, there were political speeches and news coverage of political events aired

on television, but the sixty - second political advertising spot was innovative.
That innovation is attributed to Rosser Reeves, of the Ted Bates Agency, who

approached the Eisenhower campaign with the idea of using spot advertising.

Reeves decided that there were many advantages to be gained by adopting the

short spot commercial as a new form of political advertising. (Mickelson, 57)

Both the speech format and the debate format were resurrected for use

during the 1988 presidential race after years of disuse. On the other hand, the

structural advantages in using a limited sixty - second spot potentially derive
from the application of a single theme, a single copy approach, colorful and

terse writing, and the utilization of attention grabbing graphic images. Reeves

chose to employ sixty - second spots rather than a half hour speech format for

two more practical reasons. The sixty - second spot lowered the cost per

thousand of viewers and achieved a higher viewer rating by inheriting an
audience from the previous show and at the same time avoided-viewers' anger
by not interrupting favorite TV shows such as the 'Milton Berle Show' or 'I Love
Lucy' that began after Eisenhower's sixty - second spot. (Mickelson, 60) In

addition, a sixty - second spot commands maximum audience understanding by

encouraging the use of a simple main theme in the advertisement. It also has

the advantage of a short turn around in writing, producing and broadcasting.
This allows managers to quickly address the emergence of campaign trouble

indicated by polls and to modify the public's attitude on certain issues before

those concerns become too troublesome for the campaign to handle.
(Mickelson, 61)

Spot buys, that is, purchasing (network) time only in specific markets
rather than for the whole nation, allows a focus on markets in which the
candidate is trailing behind his opponent. Spot buys can also be tailored to
address specific demographic groups by carefully selecting the program time

slot in which the spot appeared.
Nevertheless the most important reason for the selection of a sixty -
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second spot as opposed to the speech format primarily arises from audience
factors. The speech style of television ads previously popularized by Truman,
reached mainly those viewers who were already committed to him. (Mickelson
61) By way of contrast, with a sixty - second spot, time was too short for people
to turn off their sets. This approach could gain Eisenhower the attention not
only of viewers who already supported him, but also those who were
undecided and those who were lukewarm Stevenson supporters. It might be
assumed that most who viewed the entirety of a thirty - minute campaign speech
would be those who already supported the candidate. Undecided voters, or
the opposition's supporters, could not be expected to devote their time to such a
long speech.

As a result, spot advertising has become the norm for political television
advertising, in a part because of its ability to hold the audience's attention.
Carroll Newton pointed out that the average rating for a thirty - minute political
speech was 34% less than the the normal rating for that time period, while no
loss in viewers occurred with the 60 second spots. (Mickelson, 62) Eisenhower
was the first to sell himself to the American public by using the sixty - second
spot. Pioneering this new form of campaigning, his television spots only ran the
final 3 weeks of the election. The Democrats chose not to utilize spot television
at all in the 1952 election, that would see the the defeat of their candidate,
Adelaid Stevenson. (Fox, 309)

To produce the first Presidential television spots, Rosser Reeves,
Eisenhower's consultant, first filmed Eisenhower reading quotes from his
previously delivered speeches and then edited these quotes into footage of
citizens asking questions. The result was that Eisenhower appeared to be
answering to the citizens' questions. BBDO was chosen by the Republicans for
Eisenhower because of the agency's prior work with the Dewey campaign.
Citizens for Eisenhower had previously hired Carroll Newton from Young &
Rubicam to produce their television spots. Although the two agencies did not
confer on the creation of the Eisenhower image, some conformity was
maintained in the two campaigns flanged by Eisenhower, who had final
approval over the ads that would air. (Jamieson, 35)
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In 1956, Eisenhower and Nixon ran on the Republican ticket for
President and Vice President while the Democrats chose Stevenson and
Kefauver as their respective candidates. Again, the Republicans used the
BBDO agency. The Democrats employed Norman, Craig and Kummel and

recruited other talent from AAAA agencies. Unfortunately, in spite of this, the
Democratic campaign group possessed no political experience; they produced
a large number of spots, interestingly enough, none of which showed the
candidate. (Jamieson, 84) Another problem was created by candidate
Stevenson who was unable, or unwilling, to time his speeches to fit the
television time slots. This resulted in an embarrassing situation evident in the
thirty - minute slots he purchased: He ran over his time limit, and "the Governor
was cut off the air before he came to the punch lines and vote-seeking

conclusions." (Mickelson, 105) Perhaps Stevenson's lack of timing is
attributable to his attitude toward both television and the developing art of
merchandising candidates. During the Democratic convention in 1956,
Stevenson, who was contemptuous of the efficacy of sixty - second spots,
announced that his opponents would employ "shows, slogans, and the art of
advertising" to snare voters. He continued, "the idea that you can merchandise
candidates for high office like breakfast cereal - that you can gather votes like

box tops - is, I think, the ultimate indignity to the democratic process." (Fox, 310
AA Sept. 3, 1956) Stevenson's attitude may have influenced the Democrats to

spend just under $2 million on spot radio and television advertising while the
Republicans spent $2.7 million on the presidential televisual campaign. (Fox,

311)

In the 1960 Kennedy and Nixon race, televised debates were held

between the two Presidential candidates for the first time in American history
and bore out some of the disparaging remarks made by Stevenson about
merchandising candidates. Nixon had recently been released from the hospital

and was not yet completely recovered at the time of the televised debates. To
cover Nixon's five o'clock stubble, a staff member applied Lazy shave which
made Nixon appear overtly pale and, his critics claim, weak. Whether or not this
was a deliberate mistake historians will probably never know, but the results are
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documented. The public viewing the debates on television strongly perceived
Kennedy as the winner while those who listened to it on the radio felt Nixon the
victor.(Joslyn, Mass Media 1)

Kennedy's campaign has been called "the model for all future
campaigns." (Joslyn, 48) As the debate showed, good merchandising
organization - and television - were key factors in his narrow victory over Nixon.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, the advertising agency that handled the Kennedy
account, relied on public opinion polling techniques to choose his campaign
themes. Because Kennedy faced ten uncommitted states, money was not
wasted in the other states; instead, spot buys were targeted at the uncommitted
states. One key issue blocking Kennedy's path to the Presidency was the fact
that no Catholic had ever been elected to the office. Fears were expressed
among many about the influence of the Papacy over a Catholic leader of the
United States. In a speech to the Houston Protestant Ministerial Council,
Kennedy addressed the Catholic issue by directly answering questions about
the potential problems of a Catholic Presidency. The entire speech was taped
and then edited to thirty - minutes. This version was aired (broadcast) in each
campaign city seven days before Kennedy appeared there. (Mickelson, 65) In
addition, a sixty - second advertisement was put together from the same
speech, which clearly established the priority of candidate Kennedy's
commitment to his country was above his commitment to the Vatican.

Democrat Lyndon Johnson, who assumed the office of President after
Kennedy's death, ran for the office against Barry Goldwater in 1964. The most
memorable television advertising in this election was the infamous "Daisy" spot,
which aired only once. This spot aired on NBC, September 7, at 9:55 EDT
during the Monday Night Movie. Showing a little girl pulling petals from a daisy
while counting from 1 to 10, the camera zooms into her eye, and then dissolves
to a nuclear blast. The final voice-over proclaims: "the stakes are too high for
you to stay home" while a title card was shown which read "Johnson for
President." Although Goldwater was never mentioned in the television ad, the
implication was clear that Goldwater's extreme views could easily lead to
nuclear war. The Republicans immediately leveled protests of slander, and
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Johnson stopped the ad from ever running again. (Joslyn, 2) The "Daisy" spot
is among the most memorable and controversial political spots in television

history.

In spite of his temporary retirement from politics following his senatorial
loss in 1962, Richard Nixon again ran for President in 1968. His opponent was
the current Vice-President, Hubert Humphrey. The '68 Democratic convention

that nominated Humphrey was surrounded by anti-Vietnam protesters who

became involved in a series of violent clashes with the Chicago police.
Television news coverage emphasized the violence surrounding Humphrey's

nomination rather than the candidate's views. With help from the Republican

campaign advertising, the American public associated the Democrats with the
violence as symbolic of national disorder and the Republicans gained an easy
victory in November with a 'law and order' platform. For the 1968 campaign,

Nixon began a trend in presidential campaigns by organizing his own ad

agency. Experts from different agencies were brought together to form The
November Group agency which disbanded the day after the election. By

forming his own agency, Nixon insured that only people who had experience in
political advertising and were supportive of him were working on his

campaign's promotion. Nixon's ads focused on ending the war in Vietnam while
concluding each ad with the exhortation: "This time vote like your whole world

depended on it." (Spero, 42)
Richard Nixon continued his winning streak in 1972 by defeating George

McGovern. He again utilized his own ad agency, The November Group, to
handle his account. The results were remarkably successful. The advertising

focused on the very issues most on American minds, foreign policy, busing, the
draft, and Vietnam while openly attacking McGovern's liberal record.

Jimmy Carter, the Democrats' choice in 1976, beat incumbent Gerald

Ford by using down-home politics to beat an 'insider' coping with post-
"Watergate" distrust of big government. Former peanut farmer Carter stressed

Federal re-organization to cut unnecessary spending while presenting himself
in plain working man's clothes. Ford attacked Carter rather than explaining his
own stand on issues. This strategy led to the public's knowledge of Carter's
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plans but not Ford's. Ford did run a few ads featuring people who stated how
much they liked him and appreciated his honesty, but Carter's emphasis on the
issues, reinforced by Ford's ineffectual commercials, won him the election.

The Meaning of Images
Modern political campaigns depend on images, and images are

basically symbols which can convey certain meanings. When a given symbol,
verbal or visual, is placed within the structuring context of other symbols, the
neighboring symbols often give new meaning to the original one. If, for
example, in reading about bees, the reader saw "honey" preceded "bee," then
the reader must redefine the original symbol of "bee" from a generic bee to a
specific one, a black and yellow honey bee to produce another level of
meaning.

Like words, visual images also function as symbols that create multi-
leveled meanings that have to be decoded to be understood. For example,
when we look at a painting, such as Leonardo Da Vinci's Mona Lisa, the
woman in the picture is an icon of a person as well as a symbol whose clothes,
setting, and famous smile can be read to indicate grace and elegance and
wealth. Very specific symbols might also be added (such as a crown or scepter)
to symbolize, on yet another level (such as a birth), a specific reason for her
wealth and prestige. In yet another way, such paintings also display or
symbolize the wealth and prestige of their owner who commissioned or bought
the art work. (Berger, 10)

The invention of photography expanded the applicability of icons in
society as a way of communicating information on a multitude of levels.
Photography allows the viewer a sense of seeing an event as it actually
appeared or occurred and was mechanically recorded by the camera. The
viewer, on a subconscious level, sees the event through the eyes or point of
view of the photographer. Within the photograph, as in a painting, the objects
depicted and their specific arrangement can produce different meanings, but
the viewer believes the photograph because, of its mechanical (technological
nature) as an apparatus, is inherently more "truthful" than a painting. (Bazin, 14
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What Is Cinema)
With the new art and technology of photography, the viewer became

aware of the manipulation of his/her perspective on the scene. As John Berger
states in Ways of Seeing: "Everytime we look at a photograph, we are
aware,however slightly, of the photographer selecting that sight from an infinity
of other possible sights." (Berger, 10) The employment of the camera changed
people's view of the world. With the camera, people and events could be
documented in ways which no longer placed them in the silent, timelessness of
a painting. Barthes remarks on the changes brought about by the photographic
medium: The type of consciousness the photograph involves is indeed truly
unprecedented, since it establishes not a consciousness of the being there of
the thing but an awareness of its having been there. What we have is a new
space-time category: spatial immediacy and temporal anteriority (Barthes, 44).

As society became accustomed to photography, it also became aware of
the possibility of photography's manipulation by the photographer. Viewers
began to realize that the truthful "documentary" (the camera does not lie)
contents of the photograph often are just as controlled and symbolic as those in
a painting. The deliberate placement of objects and people could have been
manipulated to connote certain meanings. As the application of photographs
grew, the connotations created by them relied not only on what was within the
photograph, but on what surrounded the photograph as well.

Photographs are influenced by what surrounds them. As Berger notes:
The meaning of an image is changed according to what one sees immediately
beside it or what comes immediately after it. Such authority as it retains, is
distributed over the whole context in which it appears. (Berger 29) If one keeps
this in mind, it is easy to understand the importance of the editing process in film
and television images, as well as the importance of television as a 'flow'
surrounding the ad with other sound and images.

While akin to the mechanical process of photography, the television
image is a relatively new form of transmitting ideas to the consumer, a viewer
who is also targeted as a consumer, a buyer of products featured for sale
through advertising. In "The Replacement of Human Images By Television,"
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Jerry Mander explains that when the first humans saw a bird, they knew it was a
bird, accepting it as reality. But humans could also be fooled by their senses,
such as when a man saw a mirage in the desert. The genetic coding of those
who have lived in the desert for many generations has enabled them to see the
mirage to the reality beyond the image. Mander believes that television is
confusing our innate sense of seeing and decoding reality. It brings us many
images of what we perceive to be reality that are, in fact, staged for the
transmission of television: "It will take generations to let go of our genetically
coded tendency to soak up all images as though they are 100% real." (Mander,
249) This theory can be exercised to explain the results of a 1976 study done
for the National Institute of Mental Health by Dr. George Gerbner and Dr. Larry
Gross of the University of Pennsylvania, "The Scary World of TV's Heavy
Viewer." Gerbner and Gross found that heavy viewers of television mediate
reality through what they have seen on television. For example, they tended to
overestimate the percentage of the world's population living in the United
States, the percentage of professional jobs, and the number of police in the
U.S. as well as the amount of violence in the U.S. Although television ad
images might easily be dismissed as harmless or insignificant, Gerber and
Gross's study suggests that television is very important in shaping its
audience's view of the world - and of the meaning of gender in the world.

An extension of Mander's theory would show that when advertisers
employ images in advertisements, each element must be placed carefully to
convey specific meanings to the consumer. Barthes' analysis of the advertising
image refers to the distinction between the literal message and the symbolic
message as an operational one. He explains, "We never encounter (at least in
advertising) a literal image in a pure state. Even if a totally 'naive' image were
to be achieved, it would immediately join the sign of naivetee and be completed
by a third symbolic message" (Barthes, 42).

The Use of Female Images in Photographs
When writing about female images and the meanings assigned to those

images in modern American political campaigns, any study should begin with
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the feminist movement which began in the late sixties, a movement which has
set out to examine and change the image of "women" and to make that image,
that "mirage," more a realistic reflection of real women and their struggle for
equality. First, what is meant by feminism? Micheal Levin summarizes

feminism as:

The thesis that males and females are already innately alike, with
the current order of things in which males and females appear to
differ and occupy quite different social roles - being a harmful
distortion of this fundamental similarity. (Lavin, 3)

Although feminist movements had existed at earlier points in American history,
(suffragettes for the vote in the WWI era) the late sixties brought the emergence
of the new feminist movement with an emphasis on "the division of labor in the
household, relations between men and women at home and in the workplace,
emotions, sexuality, even the Unconscious." (Kahn, 1) This new feminist
movement also criticized stereotypical representations of women in
advertisements and in films. Studies of the ways in which language defines
and confines women were fostered by the movement. These studies and their
findings were the inspiration for this thesis studying the female image in U.S.
Presidential campaign spot advertisements. This thesis aims to carry on the job
of feminism that has been described by British film critic Annette Kuhn:

The women's movement has always been interested in images,
meanings, representations - and especially in challenging
representations which are from other points of view - if they are
noticed at all- perfectly acceptable (Kuhn, 3).

The new feminist movement held demonstrations to call attention to "perfectly
acceptable" representations of women that limited women's view of
themselves. For example, in 1968, a demonstration against the Miss America
contest protested the event as one that promotes "an impossible image of ideal
womanhood, and was complacent in the widespread idea that all women - not
only participates in beauty contest - are reducible to a set of bodily attributes"
(Kuhn, 3)

During the early 1970's, the study of image, particularly that of cinematic
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images as a signifying system has taken up and further developed these
'prefeminist' concerns. According to Kuhn, this critical study of images brought
to the forefront the issue of the spectator as a subject who is addressed,
positioned, even formed by representations. The recognition that a single
image can reveal an enormous amount of useful information about the
treatment of women in society is a great advancement in the study of female
images. Kuhn explains that through research devoted to the image and its
influence on the viewer "new ways" of thinking about the relationship between
the representation and who thinks and feels in response to the images have
been developed. (Kuhn, 5)

The study of the image in films and in print and television advertisements
developed from both observing the spectator and examining what the image is
saying to the spectator about her or himself in relation to society. Similarly,
Gornick says that "while advertising appears to be photographing male and
female human beings, what they are actually photographing is a depiction of
masculinity and femininity that is fitted or matched in such a way as to make it
function in society"(Goffman, viii). This statement supports Annette Kuhn's view
that photography takes women as the subject only to construct 'woman' as a set
of meanings which "then enter cultural and economic circulation on their own
account" (Kahn, 19) Images on the television screen are more (and less) than
women, they are representations that symbolize attitudes, roles, and entire
ways of living assigned to women in American culture.

In discussing icons as boundaries to questions and answers, Goethals
states "In visually depicting moral issues, the icons set boundaries as well..."
(Goethals, 35) Television images, also 'set boundaries' to what it means to be a
woman. This is seen in advertisements of a woman cleaning house, waiting for
her husband to get home, and other familiar television images. Goethals
explains: "A key to understanding American icons is to remember the function of
the icon - to articulate and shape beliefs through visual forms."(Goethals, 36)
Berger feels that a woman's presence in an advertisement is meant to express
her attitude concerning herself and to define what can and cannot be done to
her:
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Her presence is manifest in her gestures, voice, opinions,
expressions, clothes, chosen surroundings, taste - indeed there is
nothing she can do which does not contribute to her presence.
(Berger 46)

He continues to explain that in life men look at a woman while the woman is
concerned with how she looks to the man: "Thus she turns herself into an
object - and most particularly an object of vision: a sight." (Berger 47)

Toril Moi, writing on the images of women in literature, describes a
situation that may also refer to the television screen's images:

The demand for realism clashes with another demand: that for the
representation of female role - models in literature. The feminist
reader of this period not only wants to see her own experiences
mirrored in fiction but strives to identify with strong, impressive

female characters. (Moi, 47)
Moi suggests that the best test for realism of visual icons is within the female
viewer. How does the situation presented compare to her own "female" reality?
Her identification with the truth of an advertisement may be effected by the
woman's role and the environment in which she is placed. She could be
placed in an office or a kitchen. Such factors could affect how a woman
identifies with the ads' "truth" and also affect her memory of the advertisement.
The reality of women's lives in comparison to the imitations imposed or their
representation in the media as mythic "woman" is a fundamental concern in
examining how women are depicted on television. Lucy Komisar's "The Image
of Woman in Advertising" states:

Advertising exploits and reinforces the myths of woman's place
with messages of such infinite variety and number that one might
as easily deny that the earth revolves around the sun and entirely
reject their influence. (Komisar, 304)

According to the Statistical Abstracts (1977) 46.8% of the women in America,

16 years old and over in 1976, the last year chosen cited by the study, worked at
least part time. Komisar suggests the viewer could never know this reality of
women's lives by looking at advertising: "A woman's place is not only in the
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home, according to most copywriters and art directors; it is in the kitchen or the
laundry room." (Komisar, 306) Komisar also refers to the image created by
Madison Avenue advertisers as a combination sex object, wife, and mother who
achieves fulfillment by looking beautiful for men. She is not depicted as
intelligent, but submissive and subservient to men. If she has a job, it's as a
secretary or an airline hostess. Komisar goes on to make a point important to
my study, "the image of woman in advertising is as much defined by the ads
which omit her as those that exploit her." (Komisar, 310) As she states, It is as
important to note those ads which exclude women as it is to study the depiction
of women in advertisements.



He should be presented in some kind
of 'situation' rather than cold in a studio.

The situation should look unstaged even if its not.
Harry Treleaven, creative director of Nixon's '68 campaign (McGuinness, 3)



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Of the 284 advertisements used in the presidential campaigns listed in
Appendix A, 131 or 46% of the total ads made for the presidential elections from
1952 to 1976 contained women. (see Appendix B) These 131 ads form the
basis for this study of the depiction of women in presidential television

advertising. From the nine categories utilized to analyze television content by
Holly Doyle in her thesis, "Women and Television: Summary of Image
Research and Survey of Organizational Response to Depiction and
Employment," seven were choosen as being relevant for this study. The two
categories omitted were: women depicted as sex objects and male/female
behaviors.

The sex object category was omitted for three reasons. First, the
definitions used by Doyle to establish this category are very subjective. Doyle
used Dominick and Rauch's definition that the role of sex object can be
determined by the way the depicted female dressed. Because one's opinion of
"sexy" dress can vary by historical framework, class, gender, or even racial,
ethnic, or religious factors, this category is based on unsupportable, subjective
terms of analysis. As a research category such a subjective category of

analysis is unlikely to allow duplication of results except by the same decoder.
The second reason this category was refected is that Doyle expanded

the definition to include those women who did not speak in a commercial.
Doyle called these women 'decoration.' In this study whether a woman speaks
or not is more properly noted in category one, women's roles. Although
throughout the history of television and advertising, women have certainly been
used as sex objects, this typically is done by a combination of certain camera
angles and shots of clothing and of situational context. For example, using a

22
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low angle camera shot and looking up at a woman's chest may accentuate her
sexuality, or it may make her appear to be a formidable, masculinized figure,
depending on what the woman looks like and what she is wearing and doing.
For example, shots of "Rosie the Riveter" during World War II frequently used
low angles on "masculinized" women. Camera shots that are close-ups of a
female's buttocks or chest are expected to be frequent when women are
depicted as sex objects, but after viewing all 284 advertisements, no instance of
this type of camera angle or shot was identified, nor could any "sexy" costuming
be found. Consequently the sex object category was discarded.

The second category used by Doyle but discarded for this study is called
male/female behavior. Doyle used as her guideline another study, Report by
Women on Words and Images and Betty Miles. This study used adventure and
situation comedy programming on television to categorize a total of 2,035
behaviors as "positive" or "negative". Some of the "positive" traits were defined
as warmth of feeling, bravery, competence, honesty, and humor. Some of the
"negative" traits were defined as anger, aggression, and incompetence. Doyle
was able to identify these traits in dramatic television shows in which
development of characterization has depth. The identification of traits like these
are very subjective and presents problems of analysis similar to the six object
category. In addition, the advertisements examined in this study do not display
an adequate depth of character for an observer to identify or differentiate
between emotions such as anger, frustration, or rage. Therefore, this model of
labeling and categorizing so called positive/negative emotions was discarded

for this thesis.

The Seven Useful Categories

Category One: "Number of women's roles." This was used by Doyle to detect
the under- representation of women in television. Because this study is based
only upon those television spots which feature women, the coding utilized
differs slightly from Doyle's. The advertisements examined in this study are
divided into two categories, one in which a woman is "physically" present as a
"living" character, and another in which a woman is either absent from the visual
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track or present only as a representation, as a still picture, for example.

Consequently, category one can be outlined like this:

1. Number of Women's roles A. Not physically present

1. Voice-over

2. Representation Only

B. Physically present

1. Speaking
2. Not speaking

The occurrences of each type of woman's role were recorded then counted to

ascertain which role is the most common one for women in presidential

advertising and how such representations might have changed from 1952 to

1976.

Category Two: "Age." The occurrences recorded and reported in this

category depend upon my assessment of a woman's age. Since the point of

this category is to determine at what ages women are most likely to be shown in

these advertisements, my perception of age needed to fit only within a span of

years. The use of age spans increased the credibility of my results.

II. Age

A. Under 18

B. 18-30

C. 31-50

D. 51-65

E. Over 65

Category Three: "Occupation". Doyle found that many studies that used

this category analyzed dramatic television programming. Obviously, the

determination of a character's occupation within a long narrative centered
program is easier than in a 60 second commercial. The codes utilized in this

thesis are:
Ill. Occupation

A. Business

B. Non-Business

This simple assessment of female occupations combined with the fifth category,
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locale, provided a measure of the numbers of women depicted as part of the
public, non- domestic, work force. Using both categories offsets any variance in
the results due to a misperception of a working woman who is dressed in casual
attire or of a working woman who appears in her home.

Category Four: "Marital status". Women's marital status was generally
determined by observing the presence or absence of a ring on her left finger.
The audio script was also helpful. For example, if the audio was "My husband

and I..." then the woman in the ad was considered married whether or not her
wedding ring can be seen.

Marital Status

A. Yes

B. No

C. Unknown
The unknown response allows for a margin of error due to the fact that not every
ring worn on the left ring finger is in fact a wedding ring or, for that matter, not all
married women wear a ring. For the purpose of this study, the presumption is
made that in the interest of image, the director of the advertisement purposely

placed or did not place a symbolic ring on the woman's left ring finger to
differentiate between the produced image of a married or single woman.

Category Five: "Locale". The tabulations in this category result from

observing whether or not the woman appears to be in the home, the "domestic
sphere" so long regarded as American women's rightful domain.

V. Locale

A. Home

B. Out of home

As previously mentioned, the results of this category, along with the results of

category three, were used in determining the female's role, as business person
or house wife. Of course, the locale itself may also be important for determining
her relative economic status.

Category Six: "Concerns". This category records the thematic or issue
focus of the advertisement. In cases where more than one issue is covered by
the ad the issue addressed while the woman is represented is the one noted.
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VI. Concerns

A. Issues stressed within the ad

Category Seven: "Status relative to the Candidate". By studying the
visual layout of the television ad image, the represented woman's spatial

position relative to the candidate was noted. The 'not shown' variable occurs
when the woman and the candidate are not shown within the same frame and
also when only a female voice-over is offered. The difference was noted by
category one, determined by whether she was counted as physically present or
not.

VII. Status Relative to Candidate

A. Above

B. Below

C. Equal

D. Not shown

The tabulations for each of the seven categories are found beginning on page
29 along with the trends detected and the total occurrences for each
variable. In addition to the results of these tabulations, sample code

sheets are included in Appendix C. The complete set of code sheets are
available upon request.
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CATEGORIES AND CODES:

Number of Women's roles

a. Not physically present

-voice-over

-representation

b. Physically present

-speaking

-not speaking

II. Age a. under18

b. 18-30

c. 31-50

d. 51-65

e. over 65

Ill. Occupation

IV. Marital Status

V. Locale

VI. Concerns

VIl. Status Relative to

a. business

b. non-business

a. yes

b.no

c. unknown

a. home

b. out of home

Issue stressed within ad

Candidate
a. above

b. below
c. equal
d. not shown



Television has become for many
people a prime source of socially constructed reality which

they define as a coherent picture of what exists, what is
important, how things are related and what is right.

(Gerber, et al, 1979 )



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS

Tabulations of Results and Discussion

A sample of the category sheets used to analyze the television
commercials can be found as Appendix C at this end of the chapter. The
tabulations of the seven categories are reported by president, total of those ads
which use women and the total of all ads made. In some instances more than
one woman was used in a particular ad, in this case, each woman was noted in
the appropriate categories.

Number of Women's Roles

Each of the ads considered at this point contain women either physically
or not physically present. The not physically present category is further divided
into a female voice-over used or some sort of physical representation, such as a
still photograph which may have been used as the main focus of the screen or
in the background. The physically present category consists of women being
shown live on tape. This category is sub-divided into speaking and non-
speaking instances.

29
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Table 1

NUMBER OF WOMEN'S ROLES

A. Not Physically present -Voice-over

Eisenhower- 0

Kennedy- 2

Goldwater- 1

LBJ- 1

Nixon- 0

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 0

Nixon- 1

Ford- 1

Carter- 0

Total number of ads with women- 6

Since the highest number of advertisements made by any President

occurred when Kennedy ran for office and dropped to one instance in the

Ford/Carter election, my conclusions are that the use of a female voice-over has
not increased through the years. Those ads which used a female voice-over

comprised only 3.8% of all ads using women, and only 2.1% of the total number

of ads produced. These results are not unusual. The Dominick and Rauch

study in 1972 found that of 946 consumer/product ads that used voice-overs,

only 6% used women. (262) By comparing my results to .theirs, it can be said
that presidential ads use women voice-overs less than the consumer/product
television advertising during the same time period.
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Table 2

NUMBER OF WOMEN'S ROLES

B-Representation

Eisenhower- 0

Kennedy- 2

Goldwater- 22
LBJ- 2

Nixon- 20

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 0

Nixon- 4

Ford- 1

Carter- 2

Total number of ads with women- 53

Non-physical representation of women occurred in 33.7% of those
presidential television ads with women and in 18% of all presidential ads made

during the campaigns considered. Most frequently this technique was

employed by Goldwater and Nixon. There seems to be a diminishing interest in

using pictures/icons of women in the more recent elections. Nixon used iconic
representations of women in 20 of his 23 ads that depicted women in his 1968

campaign; yet no women at all appeared in his 1960 campaign and only 4 of

the 19 ads that used women in his 1972 campaign employed still photographs.

Perhaps, as the medium matured, the appeal of using moving, live images

became more apparent. The advantages might include a more vivid, immediate

appeal for woman to identify with the depicted, "live" female and a general
sense of immediacy or reality.

B. Physically Present

Overall, the tabulations reveal that there were more instances of women

being physically present in presidential television ads than of ads in which
women were depicted but not physically present. In 22.2% of those ads with
women, the female speaks. That is 12.3% of all presidential ads considered in
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this study. When a woman is physically present yet not speaking, she may

convey many things to the viewer, but her role most likely is to be construed as

decorative, since she does little and provides little significant action. Dominick

and Rauch found that 32% of the females in the advertisement considered in

their study were likely to function as a 'decorative' element. (Dominick and

Rauch, 264) In more recent years, the trend seems to be for represented

women in presidential ads not to speak. Eisenhower's ads, contained seven

instances where women spoke in the campaign advertisements. That number

declined to two instances in Carter's campaign. While a trend toward fewer

numbers of women speaking has emerged, a steady flow of women as

physically present in these ads has been maintained.

Table 3

NUMBER OF WOMEN'S ROLES

-speaking

Eisenhower- 7

Kennedy- 7

Goldwater- 6

LBJ- 1

Nixon- 3

Humphrey- 3

McGovern- 0

Nixon- 2

Ford- 4

Carter- 2

Total number of

i""i//i / i i i iIt i i 11 "

ads with women- 35
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Table 4

NUMBER OF WOMEN'S ROLES

-nonspeaking

Eisenhower- 7

Kennedy-11 - - - - - -

Goldwater- 2 .

LBJ- 4

Nixon- 9

Humphrey- 6

McGovern- 9

Nixon- 3

Ford- 7

Carter- 5

Total number of ads with women- 63

Age

The estimated average age of a woman in the ads fell steadily into the
18-30 range. This trend concurs with Dominick and Rauch's findings that 71%

of the women depicted in advertising are in the 20-35 age group. Both the
N.O.W. Chapter of Washington D.C, study and the Toronto Women's Media

Committee's study found that over 80% of the women in general television ads

considered in the study were under 35, while less than 20% were over 35 years
old. (Courtney and Whipple, 117) The second most common age group
consisted of those in the 31-50 group, followed by the under 18, over 65, and in
the last place, the 51-65 group. These figures may be deceiving, though. Nixon

and Goldwater's ads used so many women in the 18-30 range that the average
results are not representative of the campaigns. LBJ's ads used the most

women under 18, followed by the 18-30 category. His ads showed one woman
in each of the 31-50 and 51-65 categories and no women over 65. McGovern's

ads had the most women appearing in the 31-50 range, followed by the over 65
categories, with none under 18. Nixon's 1972 campaign represented the most
women in the under 18 category, followed by 31-50 then 18-30 categories.
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under 18 category, followed by 31-50 then 18-30 categories. Both Ford and
Carter focused on the 31-50 age group in their campaigns. McGovern's

campaign ads reveal the most sensitivity to a broader range of age groups and,
ironically to the older voter who might be assumed to be more conservative
because of her age. Focussing on the 31-50 group may result from a desire to
appeal to the economically settled, better educated voter as opposed to the
younger, college or precollege age voter. Why would candidates use under 18
year old depictions of females? Their use must be regarded as symbolic rather
than as a direct appeal to voter identifying with the image of woman/child.
These young girls, under 18, were shown as school children or with their
mothers. The disproportionate depiction of the younger, under 31, female may

be more related to what men want to see i.e. "pretty girls" than to what women
want to see.

Table 5

AGE

A. Under 18

Eisenhower- 1

Kennedy- 4

Goldwater- 2

LBJ- 4

Nixon- 9

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 0

Nixon- 6

Ford- 2

Carter- 0

Total number of ads with women- 28
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Table 6

AGE

B. 18-30

Eisenhower- 8

Kennedy- 9

Goldwater- 20

LBJ- 3

Humphrey- 6

McGovern- 2

Nixon- 2

Ford- 4

Carter- 1

Total number of ads with women- 78

Table 7

AGE

C. 31-50

Eisenhower- 4

Kennedy- 7 ";,..; ";,;,;,,,;,;,;,;

Goldwater- 4

LBJ- 1

Nixon- 8

Humphrey- 3
McGovern- 7 aaoaoaaa a
Nixon- 4

Ford- 6

Carter- 7

Total number of ads with women- 51
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Table 8

AGE

D. 51-65

Eisenhower- 1

Kennedy- 1

Goldwater- 2

LBJ- 1

Nixon- 2

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 2 _nna
Nixon- 1

Ford- 2

Carter- 3

Total number of ads with women- 15

Table 9

AGE

E. Over 65

Eisenhower- 2

Kennedy- 4
Goldwater- 0

LBJ- 0

Nixon- 2

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 3 _____

Nixon- 1

Ford- 2

Carter- 2
Total number of ads with women- 16

Occupation

The occupation category shows women appearing in a non-business
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situation in 88.8% of the presidential ads depicting women as opposed to a
figure of only 11.1% for those appearing in a business situation. There seems
to be a decline in the number of women shown in a business situation, yet the
instances of women in non-business situations remained steady. Dominick and
Rauch found that 56% of the women in the ads they studied were clearly
housewives. (263) While the Washington D.C. area's National Organization for
Women found that 78% of the 2750 general television ads they considered
placed women in the housewife role. The Toronto Women's Media Committee
Study found 56% of the ads they considered limited women to the housewife
role. (Courtney and Whipple, 115) The results, of this study indicates that the
majority of women in these ads were placed in a non-business situation, yet this
does not necessarily prove that they are housewives. In most cases women are
shown in a neutral area such as a street or against a gray background.

Table 10

OCCUPATION

A. Business

Eisenhower- 0

Kennedy- 4,

Goldwater- 1

LBJ- 2

Nixon- 5

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 1 00

Nixon- 1

Ford- 2

Carter- 0

Total number of ads with women- 16
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Table 11

OCCUPATION

B. Non-Business
Eisenhower- 14

K'(ennedly- 1 7 :~ ~* il55*~~lg. is

Goldwater- 23

LBJ- 5
Nixon- 26"

Humphrey- 7

McGovern- 8

Nixon- 8

Ford- 10

Carter- 9
Total number of ads with women- 127

Marital Status
If a woman is defined as married or not married in presidential

advertising, she is most likely depicted as married. The representation occurred
much more often in the early years of these ads, in those of Eisenhower,
Kennedy and Goldwater, than in more recent years. During the 1964 and 1968
elections there appeared to be a greater recognition of single women that
paralleled the more "liberated" lifestyles of younger Americans and their tolerant
views on women's changing roles in society. The most common use of women
in these advertisements was to avoid the issue of marital status. In fact, 81.6%
of the ads
with women show the female in a way that makes it impossible to determine
whether she is married or single, while 38% of the women are clearly shown as
married and 4.9% of the women are shown to be single.
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Table 12

MARITAL STATUS

A. Yes

Eisenhower- 12

Kennedy- 10

Goldwater- 21

LBJ- 0

Nixon- 1

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 5 13013
Nixon- 5

Ford- 4

Carter- 5

Total number of ads with women- 54

Table 13

MARITAL STATUS

B. No

Eisenhower-0

Kennedy- 0:
Goldwater- 0

LBJ- 3

Nixon- 2 f$$$$

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 0

Nixon- 1

Ford- 1

Carter- 0

Total number of ads with women- 7
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Table 14

MARITAL STATUS

C. Unknown

Eisenhower- 3

Kennedy- 11

Goldwater- 6

LBJ- 4

Nixon- 27

Humphrey- 7

McGovern- 4

Nixon- 5

Ford- 9

Carter- 5

Total number of ads with women- 81

Locale

The results in this category show that most of the women (18.6%) are
depicted outside the home as opposed to in the home environment (18.3%).
These results differ from other studies on the percentage of women most likely

shown as housewives in general television ads. Duplicating Courtney and
Whipple's "Women in TV Commercials," Dominick and Rauch's study (1972)
found that 38% of all females in television ads were shown in the home. Those
instances in which women were in the home in presidential television ads
appear to have declined from Kennedy thru Carter. Eisenhower's campaign
ads showed no women in the home. This avoidance of showing women in the
home may be part of a larger strategy to discourage thinking of their influence
as bound to the home, and instead encourage them to get out of the home and
into the public sphere to vote.
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Table 15

LOCAL

A. Home

Eisenhower- 0

Kennedy- 7
Goldwater- 4

LBJ- 0

Nixon- 7

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 2

Nixon- 1

Ford- 2

Carter- 3

Total number of ads with women- 26

Table 16

LOCALE

B. Out of Home

Eisenhower- 14

Kennedy- 11

Goldwater- 20

LBJ- 7

Nixon- 26

Humphrey- 7

McGovern- 7 00000

Nixon- 8

Ford- 9

Carter- 7

Total number of ads with women- 116
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Concerns

This category reports on the thematic content or issue in the

advertisement. In the ads in which more than one issue was referred to, the
issue mentioned simultaneous to representing the woman was noted. The
results of this category will be reported in descending order from the most

common issues to the least commonly depicted ones.

Table 17

CONCERNS

Number of Ads

11

9

8

6

5

4

3

2

1

Issues

Issue
Cost of living

Taxes and Pro-Nixon

Social Security

Morality

Civil Rights

Education, Communism, Crooked Policians, Labor, Carter,

Foreign Aid, Humphry, Vietnam, Anti-Crime

Peace, Anti-Democrat, War, Ford, Defense, Nuclear,

Weapons, Poverty, Pro-American People,

Anti-Nixon, Kennedy, Farm, Minimum Wage, Care of the

Old, Reckless Spending, United Nations, Draft, Free

America, Open World

Environment, Non-Union, Federal Aid, Student Loan,

Loyalty of Church and State, World Prestige, Housing, Heal
America, Anti-Humphrey, Budget, Busing, Goldwater,

America is Disliked, Welfare, Agnew, Pro-Democrat, Anti-

McGovern, LBJ, Anti-Welfare
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Table 18

CONCE RNS

Eisenhower

8: Cost of Living

4: Crooked Politicians

2: Taxes

1: Democrat's Mistakes, War,

Reckless Spending, Budget

Table 19

CONCERNS

Kennedy

4: Civil Rights, Education

3: Social Security

2: Kennedy, Minimum Wage

1: Federal Aid, Anti-Nixon, Peace,

Student Loans, Communism, Cost of

Living, Loyalty to Church and State,

World Prestige, Farm Plan,Housing,

Care of Aged

Table 20

CONCERNS

Goldwater

5: Morality

3: Communism, Social Security

2: United Nations, War, Foreign Aid

1: Defense, Goldwater, America is

Disliked, Welfare, Taxes, Cost of'

Living, Cut Spending, Draft, Free

America
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Table 21

CONCERNS

LBJ

2: Nuclear War, Poverty

1: TVA, Peace, LBJ

Table 22

CONCERNS

Nixon -68

4: People Power, Nixon

3: Anti-Crime

2: Vietnam, Anti-Democrat

1: Non-Welfare, Anti-Humphrey,

Civil Rights, World Poverty

Table 23

CONCERNS

Humphrey

4: Humphrey

1: Agnew, Nuclear Weapons,

Pro-Democrat

Table 24

CONCERNS

McGovern

4: Taxes

2: Jobs, Defense

1: Anti-Nixon, Cost of Living,

Environment, Vietnam,

Social Security
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Table 25

CONCERNS

Nixon - 72

4: Nixon

2: Foreign Policy

1: Busing, Draft, American Dream,

Vietnam, Anti-McGovern, Positive

Leaders

Table 26

CONCERNS

Ford

3: Ford

1: Healing America, Retirement,

Taxes, Peace, Anti-Crime,

Non-Union, Morals, World Ties

Table 27

CONCERNS

Carter

4: Carter

2: Labor

1: Farm Plan, Taxes, Inflation,

Senior Citizens

Status Relative to the Candidate

This category shows that women are rarely shown together with a

presidential candidate in television ads. (76.5%) When women are depicted

with a candidate they are most likely to be placed in a spatially equal (33%)

position in comparison to the candidate; that is, standing next to him usually

shaking his hand or in the case of a wife, clapping or just smiling. In all cases

the candidate is taller than the woman standing next to him. The position that
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follows in frequency is below him (19.1%) and only (4.3%) of that time a woman
is shown above him.

In reference to the visual image, Goffman explains that the relative size of
the people within an ad is important: "One way in which social weight - power,
authority, rank office, renown, - is echoed expressively in social situations is
through relative size, especially height." (Goffman, 28) He further explains that
the difference in size of a man and a woman in a picture correlates with the
difference in social weight, "ensuring that the picture's story will be
understandable at a glance." (Goffman, 28) One good example of this from
recent times is the representation of Prince Charles and Princess Diana on their
official state wedding photograph. Though almost the same height in real life,
Diana is shown almost a foot shorter than her husband, apparently a symbolic
representation of their relative power in Great Britain.

Table 28

RELATIVE STATUS

A. Above

Eisenhower- 0

Kennedy- 0
Goldwater- 4

LBJ- 0

Nixon- 0

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 0

Nixon- 0
Ford- 1

Carter- 0

Total number of ads with women- 5



Table 29

RELATIVE STATUS

B. Below

Eisenhower- 0

Kennedy- 4

Goldwater- 2

LBJ- 0

Nixon- 0

Humphrey- 0

McGovern- 3

Nixon- 7

Ford- 4

Carter- 2

Total number of ads

"""""""""""""""""""S
""" """ """ """ ""

"""""""""""""""""""

with women- 22

Table 30

RELATIVE STATUS

C. Equal

Eisenhower- 0

Kennedy- 5

Goldwater- 15

LBJ- 0

Nixon- 3 ???????

Humphrey- 1

McGovern- 1

Nixon- 3

Ford- 3

Carter- 7
Total number of ads with women- 38

47
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Table 31
RELATIVE STATUS

D. Not Shown

Eisenhower- 14

Kennedy- 11

Goldwater- 10

LBJ- 7

Nixon- 27
Humphrey- 6

McGovern- 5 0000

Nixon- 2

Ford- 4

Carter- 2

Total number of ads with women- 88

Conclusions
The results of these tabulations indicate a tendency to favor stereotypical

traits in spite of a wide representationable base. For instance, 88 percent of the
advertisements showed the woman in a non-business situation and the most

common concern addressed using a woman was the cost of living as opposed

to taxes, the deficit, or the defense budget. Looking only at the numerical data
is misleading to the true essence of these results. Due to the variation in the

number of advertisements containing women produced by each candidate, it is

not valid to strictly compare these results because one candidate, by using

more

women in a certain way, can skew the results. Therefore the results of each
category need to be explained by indicating both the numbers and the

percentages of instances of female representation.
Table 32 shows the breakdown of the number of advertisements each

candidate produced in comparison to the number of ads that contained women.
These figures suggest why looking at the raw numbers does not indicate where
certain candidates have altered a category's results that are not
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These figures suggest why looking at the raw numbers does not indicate where

certain candidates have altered a category's results that are not

representational of the categories overall findings.

Table 32

Total Number of Ads Produced ....

Eisenhower- 23

Stevenson- 4

Kennedy- 46 " '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '"
Nixon- 18
Goldwater- 31

LBJ- 18

Nixon- 23

Humphrey- 23

McGovern- 14

Nixon- 19

Ford- 19

Carter- 36

Total number of ads - 284

Looking at the number of advertisements produced reveals that Kennedy,

Goldwater and Carter produced nearly half of all the Presidential television

advertisements made between 1952 and 1976.
The actual number of advertisements that depicted women through voice

or image reveals that three candidate's ads make up half of all the

advertisements which contain women. Kennedy, Goldwater and Nixon's 1968
campaign created 63 of the total 127 advertisements. These three candidates

decisions in how to use women in their ads heavily influenced the total results

of this study.



Table 33

Total Number of Ads Using Women

Eisenhower- 14

Stevenson- 0

Kennedy- 20

Nixon- 0

Goldwater- 25

LBJ- 7

Nixon- 18
Humphrey- 7

McGovern- 9

Nixon- 9

Ford- 11

Carter- 9

Total number of ads - 127
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Table 34

The Percentage of Ads Produced which Contained Women and Girls

Eisenhower-60.8 _______:__:________

Stevenson- 0

Kennedy- 43.4

Nixon- 0

Goldwater- 80.6

LBJ- 38.8

Nixon- 78.2

Humphrey- 30.4

McGovern- 64.2

Nixon- 47.3 OOOOOOOOOJJOEJ

Ford- 57.8

Carter- 25

50
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The overall average of the ad's produced that contain females is 46%.
Those candidates who were above the average in the number of
representations of women and girls in their advertising include Eisenhower,
Goldwater, Nixon (in both his 1968 and 1970 campaigns), McGovern, and Ford.
Of the 284 advertisements produced for these campaigns, 54% contained only
men while 0% contained only females. This is an extremely revealing
percentage while women are expendables in the majority (54%) of ads aimed
at voters, men are never expendable to the process of television advertising
and presidential campaigns. While it is recognizable that all of the candidates
during the time period studied were men, not all of the advertisements made
showed the candidate so it is not inconceivable that advertisements for these
candidates could have been made showing strictly women.

Concerning the findings in the number of women's roles category, the
majority of the women in these ads were physically present or in live depiction
yet did not speak. This suggests that the inclusion of women was a token, as if
ad makers decided to put a woman in the advertisement in order to gain the
attention of women voters, yet didn't bother to empower her to the extent of
having her speak for herself. This suggestion is supported by the fact that the
second highest incidence of female representation in these advertisements
occurs though pictorial or iconic, "not physically present", depictions. This
strategy allows the woman to be visible as a symbol or reference yet unable to
express any opinion. This trend tends to have remained steady throughout the
twenty-four year span of elections examined in this study..

The age category found to be most common is the 18 to 30 year-old
group. Why? Perhaps male viewers want to see young women rather than old
women. Therefore, the real appeal of the 18-30 year old group of women may
be to male voters rather than to female ones. By emphasizing the 18 to 30 year-
old group, candidates embrace the "youth cult" and disassociate themselves
from all women 31 years and older, as if to stay they are not worthy of being
shown or addressed since women have traditionally been judged by their
"looks" instead of their accomplishments and "beauty fades" with age. This is
the same reason that could be cited as the explanation for why young women
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are preferred as television reporters/anchor-persons.

The trend towards showing older women by the Ford and Carter

television campaigns suggests an awareness of an aging and majority female

society, as well as an awareness of the inappropriateness of using only one

group in an attempt to appeal to an entire country's male and female

population.

There is a trend towards avoiding showing women in these

advertisements as either obviously married or obviously single. They are

presented in a way that makes the viewer unable to decipher marital status.

This ambiguity also applies to the representation of the working woman. The

female tends to be represented out of the home yet in a location that is not a

business environment, and yet not an extension of domestic life such as a
grocery store. Her clothing tends to be nondescript, such as a casual dress

which could be viewed as being worn by a housewife or a business woman.

Although this lack of clear coding in the presentation of women in these ads is

a smart marketing move in the sense of appealing to all women by specifically

appealing to none, it avoids the real issues of women's economic role in the

marketplace and the home rather than addressing them. While not offending or

alienating anyone by exclusion, except perhaps women of color, they also tend

not to specifically represent any distinct class of women. Therefore, the ads

appear to address all women yet no segment

of American women in particular.

Yet domestic concerns are linked to women in these ads. Not

surprisingly, the cost of living was the most common issue stressed while a

woman appeared on the screen or was heard speaking. This tends to

capitalize on the stereotype that sees women's life concerns as be integrated

exclusively to the personal and the domestic. Taxes were the second most

frequently addressed issue in connection with women's images. It was

observed that the majority of those ads that addressed the tax issue had men

juxtaposed with women or doing the talking. Perhaps these ads show that

taxes and household spending are regarded as "small" domestic financial
issues that women's "small" minds seem attuned to, but ad-makers do not see
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entrusting them with traditionally male, "public sphere" issues such as questions

of war and peace.

Women most commonly were not included in the same frame as the

candidate, yet when a female was included in the same frame, she was most

likely to be equal to the candidate as far as size/space determinates. The

woman was shown below the candidate in 22 of the advertisements. This

suggests a subordination of women in terms of social standing and intellect. In

38 advertisements women were not shown with the candidate at all. By

showing women in a different frame than the candidate, a distance is created

between the two not created when two people are within the same frame.

(Berger) Yet when a woman is shown within the same frame, she is most likely

to be found equally placed with the candidate. These results tend to be

deceiving because

five candidates' ads showed women "equal" to the candidate in the majority of

their advertisements, but five of the candidates' ads did not. Goldwater's ads

slightly skewed the results with 15 instances in which the woman was depicted

spatially equal to the candidate in the frame. If his ads were not counted in the

results, the samples would be very close to the same with 16 instances of

women being shown equally and 14 instances of women being shown spatially

"inferior" to (below) the candidate. Nixon (1972), Ford, and McGovern all had

the majority of women positioned below the candidate in the television ad

image.

To wrap up, the results indicate that wormen are most likely to be shown

as physically present although not speaking, in the 18 to 30 age group,

belonging to a non-business atmosphere yet outside the home, and of an

unknown marital status. She will not be shown in the same frame as the

candidate. Womens' images in these advertisements were most commonly

associated with issues involving the cost of living, taxes, pro-Nixon, and social

security.

Suggestions for Further Research

A few additional studies logically follow from this study. The first would
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use the same advertisements analyzed here but would examine the way men

are depicted in them. A comparison between the results of the two studies

would reveal the differences in the representation of men and women in

Presidential television advertising. It would also be revealing to use the same

basic methodology of this study but apply it to more recent election campaigns,

the Mondale/Ferraro campaign, Ronald Reagan's two campaigns and the

Bush/Dukakis rivalry. Since Ferraro's run for the Vice Presidency, I would

speculate that women are being addressed more in the advertisements;

however, only a close study would decisively confirm such an idea.



APPENDIX A

COMPLETE LIST OF PRESIDENTIAL ADVERTISEMENTS PRODUCED FROM
1952 TO 1976



COMPLETE LIST OF PRESIDENTIAL ADVERTISEMENTS PRODUCED FROM
1952-1976

EISENHOWER
(1) food prices; Democrats intentions good; budgets up
(2) never had it so good; spending; cost of living
(3) cut tax; social security; cost of living
(4) war; Cost of living; tax
(5) high prices; scandal; cost of living
(6) cost of living
(7) scandal in Washington
(8) cut taxes
(9) crooked politics
(10) cost of new car/ lower tax
(11) cost of living/ taxes
(12) cost of living
(13) high prices/scandal
(14) tax corruption
(15) debt
(16) budget
(17) war
(18) cost of living
(19) high prices
(20) scandal
(21) cost of living
(22) scandal

STEVENSON
(23) prices, taxes, national debt, war
(24) cost of living/ things get better
(25) vote democrat
(26) tax relief
(27) broken promises

KENNEDY
(28) Nixon's experience
(29) Nixon's experience
(30) freedom, economic strength
(31) freedom
(32) Federal aid; schools
(34) E. Roosevelt - equal rights
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(35) E. Roosevelt - social security
(36) E. Roosevelt - leadership for human rights
(37) Aid to education
(38) civil rights
(39) senior citizens / medical aid
(40) time of change, ecology
(41) prepare of automation/education
(42) Humphrey agriculture/ income
(43) Harry Belefonte - civil rights
(44) anti-Nixon - civil rights
(45) time for change
(46) education
(47) peace policies
(48) Mr. & Mrs. McNamara, social security, pension
(49) vote for Kennedy
(50) city traffic
(51) immigration laws
(52) for Texas
(53) California
(54) employment
(55) Jackie in Spanish
(56) cost of living
(57) Dr. Spock
(58) Kefauver no monopoly
(59) loyalty church and state
(60) world prestige
(61) farm plan
(62) education
(63) minimum wage
(64) cost of living
(65) resources
(66) housing
(67) song
(68) education
(69) minimum wage
(70) job's, economy
(71) build new America
(72) bills
(73) medical care for senior citizens
(74) strong defense

NIXON -1960
(75) communism
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(76) communism strength
(77) living better today/ economic growth
(78) peace
(79) economic strength
(80) communism / defense strength
(81) federal spending/ taxes
(82) civil rights
(83) communism in Africa
(84) fight communism
(85) equal rights
(86) economic strength
(87) peace
(88) peace with justice for all
(89) freedom for hunger and civil rights
(90) freedom
(91) American strength and formalness
(92) better life in America now
(93) communism

GOLDWATER
(94) anti-LBJ
(95) corruption of American morality
(96) pledge allegiance/communism
(97) America is hated around the world
(98) morality
(99) social security and pentions
(100) taxes and morality
(101) cost of living
(102) war
(103) UN
(104) peace thru strength
(105) Reagan
(106) cut spending
(107) war
(108) draft
(109) communism
(110) foreign aid
(111) morality
(112) Raymond Massy - Viet Nam
(113) Sen. Marg. Chase-Smith - social security
(114) morality
(115) Eisenhower on Goldwater not for war
(116) UN
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(117) foreign aid
(118) social security
(119) song
(120) Ike - war
(121) John Wayne - taxes
(122) John Wayne - new beginnings
(123) John Wayne - taxes
(124) John Wayne - welfare
(125) John Wayne -freedom

LBJ
(126) daisy spot
(127) nuclear war
(1 28)TVA
(129) dams - TVA
(130) anti- Goldwater
(131) Republicans against Goldwater
(132) honor of presidency
(133) social security
(134) represents all states
(135) poverty
(136) America is stronger and at peace
(137) anti- Goldwater
(138) communism
(139) social security
(140) KKK, civil rights
(141) poverty]
(142) vote LBJ
(143) nuclear war
(144) vote LBJ

HUMPHREY/MUSKIE
(145) what Democrats have done for America
(146) ahead of his time
(147) Humphrey for President
(148) anti-violence
(149) federal aid
(150) American change
(151) Humphrey for president
(152) country needs him
(153) country needs him
(154) pro-Humphrey
(155) Nixon, where do you stand?
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(156) took charge
(157) nuculear weapons
(158) Anti- Agnew
(159) Humphrey's public service
(160) Ted Kennedy for Humphrey
(161) Ted Kennedy for Humphrey
(162) bubbles, anti-Nixon and Wallace
(163) nuclear war
(164) anti-Nixon
(165) anti-Nixon
(166) labor
(167) brotherhood/ civil rights
(168) arms race

NIXON/AGNEW
(169) Viet Nam
(170) order in USA no demonstrations
(171) People power
(172) anti-crime and demonstration
(173) increase work force not welfare
(174) anti-Humphrey
(175) anti-Democtrat
(176) American youth
(177) civil rights
(178) pro-Nixon
(179) crime
(180) leadership
(181) President speaks to the world for us
(182) open world
(183) social security
(184) Viet Nam
(185) American people - labor
(186) American people - labor
(187) anti-crime
(188) more jobs
(189) Democrats made the USA no orde
(190) civil rights
(191) pro-Nixon
(192) speak to world

MCGOVERN
(193) welfare
(194) jobs for everyone who wants one
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(195) his changing mind
(196) fixed income
(197) welfare
(198) campaign fund
(199) welfare
(200) tax dollars/ defence
(201) cost of living
(202) jobs/ tax reform/ peace
(203) taxes
(204) anti-Nixon
(205) tax pro-UC
(206) senior citizens
(207) jobs

NIXON-1972
(208) what he's done
(209) lower property tax
(210) foriegn aid
(211) McGovern's changing terms
(212) welfare
(213) busing
(214) China
(215) airplane production
(216) defense
(217) draft laws
(218) what he's done
(219) pro-USA
(220) Charlton Heston
(221) Sammy Davis Jr.
(222) song
(223) Mammie Eisenhower
(224) pro-Nixon
(225) vote Nixon
(226) McGovern's changing views
(227) anti- McGovern

CARTER
(228) welfare
(229) taxes
(230) understands our needs
(231) economic blackmail
(232) welfare
(233) leader for change
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(234) sunshine law
(235) good ol' boy
(236) government involvement
(237) blue colar - I'm a farmer
(238) new leader
(239) government reorganization
(240) welfare
(241) private industry - equality
(242) good ol' boy
(243) farmer
(244) look how hard we've worked
(245) people want fair government
(246) tax
(247) Democratic dynasty
(248) taxes
(249) anti-Ford
(250) unemployment
(251) inflation
(252) unemployment
(253) embargo's
(254) anti- Ford
(255) Reagan against Ford
(256) Reagan against Ford
(257) congressman Peter Odeny
(258) welfare/ unemployment
(259) crime
(260) anti-Republicans
(261) mismanagement
(262) pro-Mondale
(263) southerner
(264) anti-Ford

FORD
(265) look what I've done for you
(266) healing America
(267) retirement
(268) tax laws
(269) tax exemptions
(270) song
(271) like Ford
(272) feel good about Ford
(273) Texas- Clements
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(274) Illinois
(275) Michigan
(276) W.A. Chriswell
(277) Tony Orlando - educate Hispanics
(278) Reagan - anti-Carter
(279) anti-Carter
(280) anti-Carter
(281) anti- Carter
(282) Pro-Ford
(283) world ties
(284) foreign policy
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ADS WITH WOMEN

EISENHOWER
(1) food prices; Democrats intentions good; budgets up
(2) never had it so good; spending; cost of living
(3) cut tax; social security; cost of living
(4) war; cost of living; tax
(5) high prices; scandal; cost of living
(6) cost of living
(7) scandal in Washington
(8) cut taxes
(9) crooked politics
(13) high prices/scandal
(16) budget
(19) high prices
(22) scandal
(23) prices, taxes, national debt, war

STEVENSON - NONE

KENNEDY
(32) federal aid; schools
(34) E. Roosevelt - equal rights
(35) E. Roosevelt - social security
(36) E. Roosevelt - leadership for human rights
(37) Aid to education
(38) civil rights
(44) anti-Nixon - civil rights
(46) education
(47) peace policies
(48) Mr. & Mrs. McNamara, social security, pension
(49) vote for Kennedy
(55) Jackie in Spanish
(56) cost of living
(59) loyalty church and state
(60) world prestige
(61) farm plan
(62) education
(63) minimum wage
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(66) housing
(67) song

NIXON - 1960 - NONE

GOLDWATER
(94) anti-LBJ
(95) corruption of American morality
(96) pledge allegiance/communism
(97) America is hated around the world
(98) morality
(99) social security and pentions
(100) taxes and morality
(101) cost of living
(102) war
(103) UN
(104) peace thru strength
(106) cut spending
(107) war
(108) draft
(109) communism
(110) foreign aid
(111) morality
(113) Sen. Marg. Chase-Smith - social security
(114) morality
(11.6) UN
(117) foreign aid
(118) social security
(119) song
(124) John Wayne - welfare
(125) John Wayne -freedom

LBJ
(126) daisy spot
(127) nuclear war
(1 28)TVA
(135) poverty
(136) America is stronger and at peace
(141) poverty]
(142) vote LBJ
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HUMPHREY/MUSKIE
(145) what Democrats have done for America
(147) Humphrey for President
(152) country needs him
(153) country needs him
(157) nuclear weapons
(158) anti-Agnew
(159) Humphrey's public service

NIXON/AGNEW
(169) Viet Nam
(171) people power
(172) anti-crime and demonstration
(173) increase work force not welfare
(174) anti-Humphrey
(175) anti-Democtrat
(176) American youth
(177) civil rights
(178) pro-Nixon
(179) crime
(181) President speaks to the world for us
(182) open world
(184) Viet Nam
(186) American people - labor
(187) anti-crime
(188) more jobs
(189) Democrats made the USA no orde
(190) civil rights
(191) pro-Nixon
(192) speak to world

MCGOVERN
(198) campaign fund
(200) tax dollars/ defence
(201) cost of living
(202) jobs/ tax reform/ peace
(203) taxes
(204) anti-Nixon
(205) tax pro-UC
(206) senior citizens
(207) jobs
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NIXON-1972
(208) what he's done
(213) busing
(214) China
(217) draft laws
(218) what he's done
(221) Sammy Davis Jr.
(222) song
(223) Mammie Eisenhower
(224) pro-Nixon

CARTER
(230) understands our needs
(235) good ol' boy
(238) new leader
(242) good ol' boy
(243) farmer
(244) look how hard we've worked
(245) people want fair government
(246) tax
(249) anti-Ford

FORD
(265) look what I've done for you
(266) healing America
(267) retirement
(268) tax laws
(270) song
(271) like Ford
(272) feel good about Ford
(273) Texas- Clements
(275) Michigan
(276) W.A. Chriswell
(283) world ties



APPENDIX C

The following are samples of the tabulation sheets collected for each

advertisement. There are two sheets for each candidate.



CATEGORIES AND CODES:

Number of Women's roles

a. Not physically present

-voice-over

-representation

b. Physically present

-speaking

- jo n i~

a. under 18)

b 18-30)

c. 31-50

d. 51-65

e. over 65

Ill. Occupation

IV. Marital Status

V. Locale

a. business

(:b. non-business "

b.no

c. unknown

a. home

jtojhoej

VI. Concerns Issue stressed within ad

VII. Status Relative to Candidate

a. above

b. below

c. equal

not shown

WJvt

II. Age



CATEGORIES AND CODES:

Number of Women's roles

a. Not physically present

-voice-over

-representation

b. Physically present

-not speaking

II. Age a. under 18)

b.718-30)>

c. 31-50)

d. 51-65

e. over 65

Ill. Occupation a. business

IV. Marital Status 40jIIII
b.no

c. unknown

V. Locale a. home

VI. Concerns Issue stressed within ad

VII. Status Relative to Candidate

a. above

b. below

c. equal

not shown
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II. Age a. under 18)

b.41830
c. 31-50)

d. 51-65

e. over 65

Ill. Occupation a. business

4busijnfls

IV. Marital Status a. yes

b.no

V. Locale a. home

VI. Concerns Issue stressed within ad

VII. Status Relative to Candidate

a. above

b. below

c. equal

CATEGORIES AND CODES:

Number of Women's roles

a. Not physically present

-voice-over

-representation

b. Physically present

-speaking



CATEGORIES AND CODES:

Number of Women's roles

a. Not physically present

-voice-over

-representation

b. Physically present

-not speaking

II. Age a. under 18)

c. 31-50)

d. 51-65

e. over 65

111. Occupation

IV. Marital Status

V. Locale

VI. Concerns

VII. Status Relative to

a. business

a. yes

b.no

a. home

Issue stressed within ad

Candidate

a. above

b. below

c. equal



CATEGORIES AND CODES:

Number of Women's roles

a. Not physically present

-voice-over

-representation

b. Physically present

-speaking

II. Age a. under18)

~. 18-

d. 51-65

e. over 65
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AN ANNOTATED SUMMARY OF RELATED RESEARCH

"The Image of Women in Network TV Commercials" by Joseph R. Dominick and

Gail E. Rauch. It was published in the Journal of Broadcasting in the summer of

1972. This study is regarded as a guideline for many of the later studies done

in this area. There are two purposes to this study: 1. To describe how women

are portrayed in television ads and how their portrayal contrasts with that of

men, and 2. To examine the criticial responce of feminist writers to television in

the light of systematic content analysis. The study found that men dominated

the Voice-Over (VO) role while women were most commonly found in the sex

object role.

'Television Political Advertising and Its Impact on the Voter: A Comparison of

the Images of Young and Old Candidates". A thesis written by Patricia Parks

McArver. Journalism Abstracts 219, 1973. The images of television

campaigns and their effect on voter behavior was the focus of this study.

Analysis of the data revealed that the younger 'televisable' candidates were not

as favorably received by the voters as were the older male candidates.

"Contrast in Presidential Campaign Commercials of 1972" by L. Patrick Devlin

which was published in the Journal of Broadcasting in the winter of 1973-74.

This article looks at the different approaches employed by both Nixon's and

McGovern's spot commercials with a focus on how the two campaigns

developed different viewpoints regarding the function, length, and best type of

televised campaign spots. The ad agency for McGovern, Guggenheim,

stressed McGovern's human qualities while the November Group stressed

Nixon's accomplishments.

"Women in TV Commercials", by Alice E. Courtney and Thomas W. Whipple

which was published in Journal of Communication in the Spring of 1974. This

article compares four studies of television commercials and assesses the

accuracy of the feminist criticism employed. The four studies considered are:

Dominick & Rauch's study (April 1971), New York Chapter of National

Organization for Women's study (May 1972), National Capital Area
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Chapter, National Organization for Women, in consultation with Dr. M.

Cantor at the American University's study (May/June 1972), and the

Toronto Women's Media Committee, in consultation with Drs. A. Courtney

and T. Whipple, (study conducted in January/February 1973).

"The Coverage of Political Advertising by the Prestige Press in 1972." by

Thomas A. Bowers in the 1975 July issue of the Mass Comm Review.

Content analysis of the coverage of political advertising by the

'prestige press' was the focus of this study which uses a sample of 15

leading daily newspapers in the United States. The conclusion was that

the overall coverage of political advertising was meager. That coverage

dealt, promantly with television, radio, and newspapers, with very

little mention of the increased use of direct mail and telephones.

"The Portrayal of Men and Women in American Television Commercials" by

Leslie Zebrowitz McArthur and Beth Gabrielle Resko which was published in

The Journal of Social Psychology in 1975.

The characteristics of adult male and female models in randomly selected

television commercials were systematically coded; several significant sex

differences were discovered. In particular men were more likely (57%) than

women to be the central figure and men were portrayed as more credible (70%)

than women.

"Women and Television: Summary of Image Research and Survey of

Organizational Response to Depiction and Employment" by Holly S. Doyles,

Master of Science, North Texas State University, August 1975. This study

combined the results of twelve other studies of the depiction of women in

advertising, dramas, situation comedies, and cartoons. The second part of this

study present the results of a survey sent to women's organizations to

determine what actions had been taken concerning television's depiction of

women and the employment of women by the television industry.

"The Effects of Political Advertising on the Voting Behavior of a Low Involvement

Electorate" by Michael Lindsey Rothschild, Ph.D Dissertations Abstracts, 7473-

A3 The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the effect of political

advertising on cognitive, effective and connotative development. The data
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refute the popular and subjective notion that a Presidential candidate can be

successfully sold in the same manner as a soap product: conversely,

candidates for lower level offices could be successfully marketed using a slick

advertising campaign. Extensive observations are included on

the implications of this for society.

"An Analysis of the Logic of Televised Campaign Advertisements: The 1972

Presidential Campaign" by Terry F. Buss and C. Richard Hofstetter published in

Communication Research in the October 1976 issue. A.logical analysis was

applied to political advertising on television during the 1972 campaign and

produced by both the McGovern-Shriver committee and the Committee to Re-

Elect the President campaign committee. Democrats were found more likely to

use appeals to fear or force, or attacks on the personal characteristics of an

opponent.

"Presidential Spot Advertising: A Descriptive Study" by Doran J. Twer, MA from

the University of Pennsylvania in 1976.

This study analyzed the television spot advertising of the major party

presidential candidates from 1960 to 1972. Most importantly, the realm of

national political spot advertising was systematically described and analyzed.

Speculation regarding each candidate's motivations in the production of

political spots was supported by qualitative data in order to provide a first step

to eventual studying of political and television advertising.

"TV Advertising of Political Candidates Impact Dimensions:for Urban & Non

Urban Voters" by David Henry Goff, Ph.D. from the University of Massuchutes in

1975.

The purpose of this study was to examine the rationale for and current

uses of televised advertising in Presidential campaigns by analyzing voter

evaluation of the honesty, appropriateness, intent, utility, and other dimensions

of such ads. The results indicated neither total voter/viewer acceptance nor

rejection of televised political advertising in the Presidential contests.

"The Effects of Televised Political Advertisements on Voter Perceptions About

Candidates," by Otis Wayne Baskin, Ph.D. from the University of Texas in 1976.

The dramatic increase in the use of televised political advertisements in
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election campaigns since 1952 has focused attention on the effects such

messages have on the perceptions voters form about political candidates.

Relatively little empirical investigation has been done into the structure of these

images and the role television advertising plays in their formation. This

research was based on the premise that candidate images are multivalent in

nature and consequently are to some extent both stimulus and perceiver-

determined.

"Contrasts in Presidential Campaign Commercials of 1976" by Patrick Devlin.

Published in the Central States Speech Journal, Winter 1977.

This article examines the campaigns of Ford and Carter by looking at

who ran the campaign and the television spot content.

"Political Imagery and Information in an Age of Television" written by C. Richard

Hofstetter, Cliff Zukin and Terry F. Buss. Published in Journalism Quarterly in

1978. This article looks at viewer perceptions of candidate imagery, personality,

as well as issue position/proximity and political information. The results were

that the popular perception of Nixon and McGovern did not vary sharply across

partisan affiliation for either favorable or unfavorable imagery laden statements.

The overall conclusion was that television does not change views but increases

the intensity of already existent feelings.

"The Content of Political Spot Ads" by Richard A. Joslyn appeared in

Journalism Quarterly in issue 57, published in 1980. The intent of the

research in this article is to analyze the television political spot ad as a form of

campaign communication. The focus of the article is on the type of information

that these ads typically attempt to transmit to the audience and on the

explanation of the variations in the information transmitted by different ads.

"An Analysis of Images, Issues, and Presentational Methods of Televised

Political Spot Advertisements in 1980's American Presidential Primaries"

written by Leonard C. Shyles. Dissertation Abstracts 2920-A This study

defined campaign issues and candidate images of televised political

commercials in 1980's presidential primaries and investigated whether

audio/visual methods were differentiated within them. Critics have argued that

political spots provide image material without issue information, that such spots
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are preoccupied with graphic appeals and slick packaging of candidates at the

expense of information necessary for an informed choice by the electorate.

Such assertions are ambiguous since the term "image" may refer to candidate

traits or graphic display. Therefore, an investigation of whether there are

unique presentational devices associated with images and issues were

undertaken. The presentational devices found to be associated with "image

mentions" included announcer's voices, stills ofcandidates, high transition

rates, live action shots of non-talking candidates, music and visuals of talking

:citizens and famous people. The presentational devices found to be

associated with "issue mention" included formally dressed candidates talking

directly to the camera.

"Feminism as a Predictor of Mass Media Use" written by James Lull, Anthony

Mulac, and Shelley Lisa Rosen. Sex Roles published in 1983. This research

was done to determine the effectiveness of feminism as a predictor of particular

mass media uses. This was done by comparing the media habits of highly

feminist men and women with those of individuals who do not ascribe to the

ideals of contemporary women's liberation. The results showed that the more

educated and feminist person watches less television per day than the less

educated and less feminist person. The more educated, less feminist person

spends more time reading the newspaper than the more educated more

feminist person.

"Image of Women in Television Advertising" by Carol L. Ferrante, Andrew M.

Haynes, and Sarah M. Kingsley. Published in the Journal of

Broadcasting & Electronic Media in Spring 1988. This study

follows that of Dominick and Rauch's study in 1972. The hypothesize is

a) women will frequently be shown in advertisements for products that

were once only represented by men; b) women will be used as an on-

camera product spokesperson more frequently than in 1972 and c)

differences in the settings and occupations of male and: female

characters will have decreased and women will be portrayed in a wider

range of occupations than in 1972.
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